PREMISSES
! The main complexity in the decision-making of the production planning process is concentrated on: -searching for an ideal level of resources utilisation;
-disturbances treatment. ! To manage these complexity, the production planning process must consider the deadlines defined for each production event, as well the local resources constraints and the global constraints of the whole production system.
RESOURCES ALLOCATION PLANNING -Problems -
! Could be difficult to make forecasting about the production events behaviour;
! The shop-floor is full of aleatory and unexpected events that causes disturbances, claiming emergent behaviour by the execution entities.
! The traditional models of production planning and resources allocation are deterministic, while the reality is dynamic and sometimes unforeseeable.
Decentralise the resources allocation decisions, providing autonomy to the involved entities.
In this sense, it is necessary to define a distributed planning process which every involved entity must be able to allocate itself to attend the production requirements, considering the local and global constraints.
RESOURCES ALLOCATION PLANNING -Proposition -
In the sense to:
• build a model of the production system organisational structure; • describe its functionality, and;
• identify the agents, we are using CIMOSA.
• identify the agents, we are using CIMOSA. 
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STRATEGY FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION PLANNING -Principles -
" Each production event occurrence requires a domain process execution;
" For each domain process there is one or more production plans;
" Each domain process requirement is treated as a project. So, based on the production plan a PERT network is built;
" Considering the project deadline, it is possible to create a virtual slack time for the critical activities;
" To create a virtual slack time it is necessary to anticipate the response to the production event, in such a way that the time between the beginning of the project and its end must be greater than the sum of the critical activities execution times.
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STRATEGY FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION PLANNING
Production Event: 300 gearbox Deadline: 55 t.u. 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROCESS -Stages -
" Temporal Constraint Definition: defines a pruning mechanism that selects the functional entity agents able to participate of the bidding process.
" Bidding and Contracting Process: specify a selection process that identifies which FEAs will be contracted to execute the enterprise activities that compose a domain process production plan.
" In order to improve the global planning we are based on the principles defined at OPT philosophy [Goldratt 80].
" In the OPT technique a bottleneck resource is any resource whose capacity is equal to or less than the demand.
" In our work, a bottleneck resource is defined as a capacity constrained functional entity, a kind of resource, which because as a consequence of possible variations in production mix, could disrupt production flow if not scheduled carefully.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROCESS -Principles -RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROCESS -Principles -
" To identify the critical activity that will use the most capacity constrained functional entity, is used a variable called functional entity occupation level.
"
The functional entity occupation level is a value that defines the services demand degree for a functional entity considering a specific interval of time as reference. 
BIDDING PROCESS
Example -PERT Network
Enterprise Activity that will use the most capacity constrained functional entity: EA10 
Example -Coalitions Formation
BIDDING PROCESS -DPA View -
" The bidding process starts with the enterprise activity that use the most capacity constrained functional entity.
" The DPA send an announcement in sequence for each EAA responsible for an enterprise activity that compose the production plan in order to receive a bid.
" It means that only after receiving a bid from the last EAA the DPA will send the announcement for the EAA responsible for the next enterprise activity, and so on.
" It happens because the DPA must know the leftover virtual slack time to elaborate the announcement for the next EAA.
BIDDING PROCESS -EAA View -
" For each announcement received from the DPA, the EAA broadcast a pre-announcement to the FEAs in order to identify the functional entities qualified to execute the functional operations that compose its enterprise activity;
" Considering the FEAs response, the EAA defines the FEAs coalitions candidates to present a bid;
" For each coalition the EAA send an announcement requiring a bid;
" The EAA defines its bid based on the coalition bid with lower price.
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BIDDING PROCESS -FEA View -
" For each announcement received from a EAA, the FEA must try to define a joint bid with its coalition partners;
" For this purpose, the FEAs must consider the constraints defined at the announcement;
" A bid must define a time interval to execute the enterprise activity and a price for the service.
Disturbances Treatment
" Disturbance with a functional entity. Solutions:
" it must try to get a functional entity substitute;
" it must try to negotiate with the coalition members in order to reschedule the affected commitment using the possible leftover slack time.
" Disturbance with a enterprise activity: the FEA must try to reschedule the enterprise activity with the FEA coalition responsible for its execution.
" To solve the disturbance could be necessary a negotiation process with each FEA responsible for the next activities in order to increase the slack times between them.
